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editorial
Administration
Reneges
On Promise

"promised ... to fund minority
programs as more money became
available and as. the three studies
centers developed programs," said
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Chester Travelstead. Yet no attempt
has been made to request funding
from the legislature for the studies
centers. " ... As more money became
available" seems to be the
administration's way of saying
"when we feel like it."
If the administration was to find it

Opinion

in its heart to give some money to
the studies centers, it would now
have to come out of the general
fund-money which is to be spent
elsewhere at the administration's
own admittance. Obviously, if the
administration was willing to live up
to its promise, some attempt to find
the money already would have been
made.
And as far as the statement that
programs must be developed before
funding occurs, the centers have

started programs. All three centers
have expanded their programs-on an
inadequate shoestring-from the
original study programs. Only with a
guaranteed money flow, which it is
the administration's duty to provide,
can the centers continue to expand.
The administration's refusal to
fund the minority centers is
ridiculous; there is no reason why
the administration should have
waited so long to fulfill its promise.
Sarah Laidlaw

Senate last night allocated an
additional $960 to the black studies
program. While Senate rightfully
By G.L. SCHLEICHER
allocated the money, the
Interviewer: But to get back to alumni choochoo train to transport
Interviewer:
Prof. Lilac, what
responsibility for funding the
the parking problem. If the campus students, but there weren't enough
minority studies programs lies with steps do you think the University was
closed to all vehicles, how would little cars.
will take in settling the parking
the administration.
the Physical Plant personnel and
Interviewer: What about the idea
The Senate must continue its problem on the UNM campus?
Prof. Lilac: Actually, we have University employes get about?
·of erecting a monorail between the
support of the programs until such
several
alternatives
outlined.
Let
me
Prof.
Lilac:
Actually,
we·
twocampuses?
time as the administration lives up to
list
them
for
you
in
chronological
its responsibilities.
considered issuing large tricycles to
Prof. Lilac: I think we can safely
order.
To
begin
with
we
have
When the minority studies centers
them. As you know, we tried the disregard that idea. Why heavens, the
were first set up, the administration seriously considered banning all idea out on the campus police force thing would practically run right
motorized vehicles from campus with quite successful results. The above the nasty drinking place on
property. That way more students men seem quite happy with them. Central Ave. Can you imagine the
could fly kites, or play with frisbees You know, I saw a program on TV influence it would have on some of
or grow parks.
the other day about a retirement our younger, more inexperienced
Interviewer: I can certainly see village in Florida where everyone students? Oh no, that idea is
how that would solve the parking rides tricycles. I'd like to go there definitely out of the question.
problem on campus, but where some day.
would the students park?
Interviewer: I can certainly
Interviewer: You mentioned there sympathize with your point of view.
Prof. Lilac: Unfortunately, that is
one of the minor details we haven't were several alternatives in mind. I'm afraid that's about all the time
worked out yet. Hopefully, they What about the proposed plans for we have for now, Prof. Lilac. I'd like
would all move into the dorms. That using the open lots on the south to thank you for coming down here
and speaking with us.
way, we'd also be solving another of campus for student parking?
our problems. Certain factions have
Prof. Lilac: To be perfectly
Prof. Lilac: It's been my pleasure.
suggested our building program for candid, we haven't been able to I just hope my chauffeur found a
dorms was not clearly thought out. decide on a means of transporting parking place. You know, you
Absurd.
students from there to the primary people. really ought to do something
campus. We considered using the about all those cars out there.

Recycled Paper
To the Editor:
The following was addressed to
Vice President John Perovich:
You are probably aware that the
United States is becoming
increasingly polluted from a variety
of sources. One of the major
pollutants is the effluents from paper
mills.
They also destroy a vanishing
resource (trees). There is something
that UNM faculty, students, etc. can
do to help save trees and decrease
paper mill effluents by using
recycled paper. It has a creamy or
grey tint that isn't all that bad. So if
we all (particularly the UNM
purchasing department) bought only
recycled paper, the paper products
stores would be forced to stock it.
Charles .L. Hyder

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer t·han 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
teJephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

Bema

By JAMES FINDLEY
Criticism of the services
performed by universities for
students is widespread and justified,
and has led to programs designed to
evaluate and improve college
teaching.
A frequent complaint is that the
professor is so preoccupied with his
research, writing and the like that he
is seldom available to students.
Critics may fail to take cognizance of
the fact that many, perhaps most,
college professors are not teachers,
but instead members of various
professions who have chosen to
devote a part of their time to sharing

Education Dean Refuses to State Reasons

Tricycles Easy to Park

letters

Lobo
Letter
Policy

Seidler Dismissed as Chairman

the techniques, skills and insights of
engineers, educators, physicians,
these professions with others.
At earlier stages in the educative geologists and so on. The point is
process the skills, facts and that a person who is not a chemist
understandings involved are the cannot very well share his knowledge
common property of educated of chemistry with a student.
Thus the university hires chemists,
people. Thus any educated person
potters,
painters, writers,
could if necessary teach reading,
mathematicians
and microbiologists
mathematics or basic science, but
would be made more effective as a to impart the secrets of their
teacher by training in techniques for professions. But these people must
transmitting these skills and facts. also practice their professions. Thus
Professional teachers have had such for part of his time the chemist is
training, and are most likely to be studying in his laboratory, the
found teaching at primary and painter is painting and the writer is
secondary levels. Such individuals, writing. Each one is doing these
hopefully, receive much of their things because they turn him on,
satisfaction from working with and which led him to be achemist or
helping growing, learning human what have you in the first place.
Most such people have had little or
beings.
The university is a place for no formal training in teaching as
garmng insights into human nature, such because they didn't set out to
and an overview of the human be teachers.
In considering methods for
condition that elevates, liberates and
improving
teaching it may very well
humanizes. Providing this
in
order
to urge professional
be
opportunity is the job of a
community of social scientists, artists, writers and scientists to
artists, writers, life scientists and the devote some time to a study of
like. Additionally, the university is a teaching methods. It certainly is not
place where the knowledge needed in order to rail at them for practicing
to enter specialized professions is their various professions.
acquired, and this opportunity is Contrariwise it should be cause for
provided by additional professionals, serious concern if they m·e found not
to be doing so.

Armond

Seidler has been

dismis,s~~as deJ?artment c~airman
of Health;'P-h;v~ Education and

Recreation as of Ji'l'ne 6.

;e:,'i•;/')7,,; .i .Offi cia! confirmation of
'' 'I/ ' S e!i\q.e.yls

Seidler said yesterday he
recognizes Lawrence's right to
dismiss him but says the reasons
for his dismissal should be made
public.

did not level any charges and he
did not need to."
Seidler noted that prior to the
time Lawrence dismissed him, the
dean had "never suggested,
verbally or written, any criticism
of my performance".
Seidler said he was
"disenchanted" with the
University and called the policy of
a department chairman serving at
the pleasure of a dean "unjust."
"The idea any person serves
another individual at his pleasure
is a ridiculous policy. It fails to
make the dean accountable for his
actions."

termination came
"When Lawrence requested my
yesndday from Dean of
:\ Ecl;tm!I;tion Richard E: Lawrence resignation, he levellld three
.,
wl\.o' dismissed Seidler as charges against me," said Seidler.
~~,.11 !1Jlii'l"t;}".
department chairman in January.
"I denied these charges and
'
uU/G!/uil;;/fHJ 1 ;Lflwrence refused to give requested Vice President
" 'J' reaso'ris: ·for the action. He told the
Travelstead to hold a public
Lobo, ''''the reasons for the hearing at which Lawrence would
termination are between Seidler have to present evidence to
and myself. I don't intend to support these charges or withdraw
publicly announce the reasons." them.
Seidler, who served as
"Lawrence maintains he really
department chairman for 14
years, will keep his job as
professor of physical education.
Lawrence cited University
policy which states a chairman
serves at the pleasure of a dean
and said that he made "the final
decision" after consultation with
Seidler's department.
Seidler was evaluated as
A Chicago-based consultant Kelley, director of the general
chairman in a report submitted firm
has been called in by UNM
about Jan. 15. The results of the administrators to examine and library. "They are going to look
evaulation are known only to evaluate Zimmerman library over library problem.s in general to
Armond Seidler
see what needs to be done. They
Chester Travelstead, vice president procedures.
will also formulate guidelines and
of academic affairs. The
The firm of Booz, Allen and make suggestions after completing
evaluation was made as part of
new University policy which Hamilton was chosen to do a their study."
The results of the firm's
periodically reviews study of Zimmerman library
problems after ASUNM, GSA and evaluation of Zimmerman library
chairmanships.
The College of Education library officials had discussed will be submitted to the
provides for evaluations after student criticisms that administration for further action.
"The study will not get
four·year
terms although it does Zimmerman library didn't have
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI)- The
The award is given annually by not specify how long a chairman enough books, was unorganized, underway immediately. It
Boeing Co. said Thursday private the National Aeronautic
and offered the students poor may start as late as this summer,"
citizens were sending checks and Association for achievement in may serve.
service.
said Kelley. "I urge concerned
Travelstead defended
pledges of up to $1000 to try to improving "performance,
students
to attend the Library
Lawrence's
decision.
On March 30, the Library
save the supersonic transport, but efficiency and safety of air or
Committee
meeting to let us
Citing
the
"Appointment
and
Committee
has
invited
students
to
the money would be returned.
space vehicles."
know
areas
of
student concern so
Continuation
in
Office
of
attend
a
meeting
and
give
"There is no way we can
. Boeing officials said they felt
suggestions on library that we may in turn tell the
finance it this way," a Boeing an SST "is inevitable, whether Department Chairmen" section of
improvement to be relayed to the consultants of problems needing
spokesman said, "it's a lost produced by America or by other the Faculty Handbook,
attention."
consultant firm.
cause.;,
Travelstead
said
it
was
"the
right
countries."
The open meeting will be in the
and responsibility of a dean to
The contributions started
The consultant's "look" at
But they repeated earlier
coming in only a few hours after statements that prototype name or change department Zimmerman will cost the Geology building, room 122 at
noon.
the Senate Wednesday voted to development is possible only chairmen after consultation".
administration $30,000, which
The consultants chosen for the
"If
deans
cannot
make
cut off all further funds.
will come from the University
through government assistance.
decisions within their jurisdiction general fund. The study will job of evaluating UNM library
Work went ahead on the SST
"From the early 1960s, we
mockup briefly in Boeing's Seattle have consistently stated that the without being subject to include investigations of library systems were "picked because
plant while the official notice of SST program could be confirmation or veto on each organization, staffing, reader they are doing surveys of
termination from the Department accomplished only through specific decision, then services, technical services and Columbia University and the
Association of Research
of Transportation (DOT) was government participation," a administrative responsibility automation.
Libraries," added Kelley. ''They
awaited. The notice arrived late company spokesman said. "Quite becomes a mockery," said
"A company representative will have experience doing the kind of
Travelstead.
Thursday, the spokesman said.
come to UNM in April to get the study planned for Zimmerman
possibly, in the production phase,
Noting that Lawrence has survey lined up," said David 0.
He said the private this could take the form of
library," he said.
refused
to make public the
contributions and offers of help government guaranteed loans or
ranged up to $1000. A stock other such action, instead of reasons he dismissed Seidler,
~~?:_:.::zy~~-~·-:;~--Travelstead said, "there could be a
....."-<"-.,.....__
broker and an engineer in Cape direct appropriations."
good reason why a person might
Kennedy, home of the space
The spokesman said the layoff not feel it is wise or fair to make
program, sent $100 each.
of an anticipated 7000 Boeing public confidential statements and
"We are two Americans who workers had not started yet.
not to embarrass people".
believe that the SST should be
Company officials said the
Lawrence himself was assessed
built and that there must be layoff procedure would be a
in
a study which took place -:" .....
2,999,998 more Americans of like
complicated one.
between Feb. 9 - March 3, two
faith," said J. W. Morelli and
"One of the keys here is that weeks after his dismissal of
~. . ··~
Robert D. Prentice.
the SST organization has been a Seidler.
Boeing, which plans to lay off
top-notch one," Carr said. "So
9 5 faculty members in the
7000 employes because of the
when layoffs do come, not ali College of Education, including
congressional refusal to continue those on the SST program will be
SST development, ironically was those laid off. Many will be 2 6 in the Physical Education
namC!d Thursday as winner of thC! transferred tp other programs and department, plus some students,
1971 Robert J. Collier Trophy people who had nothing to do were considered in the Lawrence
Thursday for its 747, the world's with the SST will be the ones laid evaluation, said Travelstead.
biggest jetliner.
The faculty Voted about 3·1 to
off."
continue Lawrence as dean.

Consultants to Study
Zimmerman Problems

'Save SST' Contributions
Will be Returned: Boeing

.

'.

Senate's Concern for Urban Problems Kills Giant

Boeing Executive Defends SST
By JUDY GONZALES
A Boeing executive last night
characterized his talk on the SST
"from the Boein.g point .of view"
as a move "a day late and a dollar
short."
Richard Schoenman, chief of
staff for flight controls
integration, explained the
economic factors and the
construction of the SST to some
50 people in the Kiva last night in
a talk sponsored by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME). He has worked on the
ptoject five years.
Schoenman attributed the
Senate's refusal af continued
support of SST to more
govetnment concern for urban
problems as opposed to
"technological challenges" in its
allocation of ftmds.
Schoenman poi11ted out
competition was a "significant

Friday, March 26, 1971

,.,

...

factor" in initiating the
construction of an aircraft which
would cut flying time in half as
compared with such aircrafts as
the Boeing 7 4 7. The 7 4 7 travels at
the speed of 600 miles an hour.

Because science knows little of
the characteristics of the
stratosphere it is difficult to
project exactly what will take.
place until the craft was built and
tested, he said.
France is wot·king on an
Air pollution and noise
aircraft, the Concorde, which pollution would not necessarily be
would essentially appeal to the aggravated due to the SST's
airlines and Britain is also velocity of Mach·3 (three times
constt·ucting a supersonic aircraft, the speed of sound), he said.
he said,
Schoenman contrasted pollutim1
Schoenman cited various emitted by vehicles, industries and
studies made by Boeh1g checking homes on the ground to that of
possible e11vironmental problems airports. Ground sources produce
which might result due to the 99 percent as compared to one
altitude at which the SST would percet1t of the pollution produced
fly, The plane was designed to fly around airports.
Schoenman said the sonic
at an altitude of about 65,000
boom
problem had been taken
feet in the area of the
into
consideration
by Boeing. The
stratosphere. Emissions from the
SST would fly at subsonic speed
SST might be a problem due to over populated areas thus air
''ttnpt·edictable changes ,, 1n an· pollution would not neccssat·ily be
mass in the stratosphere.
a problem.

. .

Tree Gathering

Interested people are asked to
help gather trees at Lano
Quemado this weekend for
People's Park. The trip wiii begin
at 4 p.m. today. For more
information call Linda Tuoni at
266·2901.

Filmmaker Will Discuss Media

Soviet's New 5-Year Plan Renews Industrial Emphasis

reconstru'ction based on the 1956
Hungarian Revolution, also won
an award as one of the 10 Best
Films for 1961 and was shown on
British television in 1961.
Watkins worked for the British
Broadcasting Corporation for
three years and was an ass is tan t
director for the BBC for one year.
He has created four full-length
films, "Culloden" (1964 ), "The
War Game" (1965 ), "Privilege"
(1966), and "The Gladiators,"
The last three were shown at
UNM in March of this year as part
of the Film Committee series.

Filmmaker Peter Watkins, who
gained intemational fame for his
1965 "The War Game," will speak
March 3 0 at 8 p.m. in the
anthropology building, room 101.
Admission to Watkins' talk,
"Repression and the Media," is
$1.50. UNM students, faculty and
staff are admitted free. The talk is
part of this semester's Speakers
Committee series at the
University.
The 36-year-old Watkins began
making films in 1956. His film,
"The Diary of an Unknown
Soldier," won an award in the
Amateur Cine World 10 Best
Amateur Films of the Year in
1959. Another of his short films,
''The Forgotten Faces," a

Q. What is grey on the inside
and clear on the outside?
A. An elephant in a baggie.

SPRING STEREO SPECTACULAR
. .r[-;,p-:,fl"~'
•
'
. .. 1f
~

'

Kenwood KR-2120 AM-FM receiver

Illiteracy

40 watts-FET-IC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.95

Some people just 1.) can't read, 2.) don't read 3.) ignore what
they read, as this display of well-crayoned boxes demonstrates. The
scribbling bout took place in the University Bookstore.

Kenwood KR-2120 with two 49.95 AS-ZA 8" Utah occoustic
suspension speakers.

CAMPUS BRIEF§

SPRING SPECIAL $219.95

Balinese Theater

Summer Camp Placement

Portable Stereo Needle

"The Balinese Theater
Reborn," a student production
directed by Richard Milner and
Yuri Skorochod, will be presented
March 26 and 27 at 8:15 in
Popejoy Hall.
The Reincarnation Auditions
Unlimited production will present
electronic and instrumental music,
with poetry, dance and voice
rhythms. The Balinese Theater
Reborn will also feature dance,
theater, mime, movies, slides,
video tapes, and kinetic painting
and sculpture.

A summer camp placement day
on March 26, from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Union ballroom will
offer students a chance to
interview for jobs at camps.
Placement day is sponsored by
ASUNM, the placement office and
the department of health, physical
education and recreation.

list: $10.95
SPRING SPECIAL: $4.95

New stereo store opening April5 across from UNM.
Jewish Mysticism

~QUIPMENT
Announces the opening of store No. 2
at Cornell and Central.
Watch for the specials on all quality brands.
Buy at either store, pick up ~t the store most convenient to you.
5003 Menaul NE

Open 9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

Hassidic Rabbi Zalman
Schachter will talk on Jewish
mysticism and the Sabbath at a
dinner - service on March 26 at 6
p.m. at the Union Desert Room.
Schachter is the head of the
judaic studies department at the
University of Manitoba and a
leading authority of the Hassidic
movement in North America.
Jewish Student Union is
accepting student and faculty
reservations for the dinnet' until
March 24. All people who wish to
attend the dinner without
reservation will pay $2 at the
door.

No. 110.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277-4102, 277-4202
Tho New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico~ and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque. New Mexico.
87106. Subscnption rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo ar('
thos• of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that ol the
editorial bo~rd of The Lobo:
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

Chicanos and l.Q.
Louis Bransford, UNM special
education professor, will speak on
"I.Q. Testing and Chicano
Children," March 29 in Chicano
Studies' lecture series. The talk is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at 1815
Roma NE, and is free to all
interested persons.

m
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By NICHOLAS DANILOFF
WASHINGTON (UPI)Despite promises and
pronouncements, Soviet shoppers
are likely to discover that Russia's
latest five year plan won't result
in any dramatic increase in the
availability and quality of
consumer goods.
Annoying shortages, lack of
variety in goods, and uneven
workmanship probably will
continue to plague the Russian
citizen.
The Communist Party General
Secretary, Leonid I. Brezhnev,
and his Kremlin associates seem to
have decided to continue in
1971-75 the same economic
policies that prevailed in
1966-1970.
These are some of the
conclusions reached by U.S.
experts after a preliminary
analysis of the new economic
plan. The draft directive of the
plan was published in Moscow
Feb. 3 and is scheduled for
discussion at the 24th Communist
Party Congress starting March 30,
The directives stress the need
for improving the Soviet
consumer's lot, But U.S.
specialists believe that while
Soviet production of consumer
goods will grow, it will be
inadequate to satisfy demand.
Soviet leaders have emphasized
building up heavy industry and
defense at the expense of the
consumer since the days of Josef
Stalin. This policy was cautiously
altered in 1967, however, when
production of consumer goods
was permitted to grow faster than
production of capital goods ..
U.S. specialists believe the
result has been slight, a view
seemingly corroborated by various
people who have lived in Moscow.
Leonid Rigerman, a Soviet Jew
who recently won his claim to
U.S. citizenship, talked to UPI
about living conditions in Moscow
after arriving in the United States
last month. Although admittedly
a harsh critic, he put it this way:
"Life has improved materially,
to be sure. But it should also be
understood that it has improved
much less than it could have.
"For example, right now, there
is a shortage of blankets and
pillows. When I left Moscow with
my mother, these were items
which friends wanted to buy from
us. When you try to buy these
items, you are told they can be
bought only in a specialized store.
This means a store where only
these items are sold. But workers
acknowledge that there are no
such stores,
"Certain articles vanish and you
can't get them for any money.
"With regard to meat: You
don't get the same sort of meat
which you do in the West. You
don't get pure meat. You get It
with bones. When you complain,
the butchers tell you that even
cows have bones, and you have to
take both."
Another observer, a Western
journalist who recently returned
from a two-year assignement in

ESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
AND THE CuLTURAL PRoGRAM CoMMITTEE

Proudly Present
the world Renowned

Chorus and Orchestra
(Company of 120)

·MASS IN B MINOR
Monday, April 5-8:15 p.m.
Tickets: $6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

All UNM Students, Faculty, and Staff
)12 Price

AGORA IS HERE-FOR YOU

BLACK SABATH,
PARANOID

problems, it is not here to provide a workshop for

CRY OF LOVE,
HENDRIX

Psych. students. Agora exists for all students at

PEARL

UNM-to increase communfcation and understand-

ANY

ing, to discuss the problems of living (whether gen-

individuals find

1r

-

pro~V

and to help

fessional help and ser

/I\ Agora wishes only to
~(ott: any way they can.

vice when it is desired.
serve people in

If you'd like more
just like to i·alk,

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine
P. Ballan1ino & Sons. Newark, Now Jorsoy

I

~flhut·ch

.\~
. § ~

·

~

~~rship___
Servke 9:30
& lf10Q

Tu~s~~~ 67~1~~-m.

•

Westminster Building
Nursery Available

823 Copper Ave. NE at. Locust NE

rI

l.

' .

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

3.99
'

1..99
-

10% discount wilD
'fwo wcations
•135 San Mateo NE
256-7241
Iloffmantown ShOJ>ping
Center
296-0311
Bani{Americard/Master Charge

i

SCHWINN VARSITY'' SPORT

• 10 speed

derailleur _gears

92.95

• Sports style
handlebars

• DuaiMPosition
caliper brake
lever>
• Twin-Stik 1M gcarsllift controls.

COME IN

Someone is there 24 hours a day.

RIDE

NEW MEXICO LO:BO
,'1

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

3 FOR $10.00

West corner of Mesa Vista, or call 277-3013.

~· ...··~··'

Ecology Petition
A petition asking the state not
to build Elk Mountain Rd.
through a state wilderness area
will be circulated on the mall
from March 24-26, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. "Ecology in America," an
American studies class, is
circulating the petition.

JL rc.sbyterian

f.!, ,
~ lJ 1

drop by the North

.. " ..

One analyst summed up the
Kremlin's economic problems by
saying, "even though they can
land an automatic spacecraft on
Venus, they still can't make a
decent pair of shoes."

1.99

information, or would

l

which are essential for many
consumer goods. Khrushchev
targeted a 1970 production of 5.3
million metric tons. The new
leadership, in 1966, revised the
figure to between 2.1 and 2.3
million metric tons. In 1969, they
further lowered this to 1.67
million metric tons. They finally
claimed production of 1.672
million metric tons for 1970.
U, S. experts have compiled
detailed tables, based on official
Soviet figures, to show
achievements and failures in
meeting the various goals for 1970
as proposed by Khrushchev, and
as later revised.

ii~h~,flfirot jjnlte~

FOR A TEST

Telephone 277-3121

widened steadily.
They cite these examples,
among others:
-In 1961 Khrushchev
predicted that by 1970 the Soviet
Union would produce 900 billion
kilowatts of electricity, In 1966,
Brezhnev and Kosygin revised this
target to 830-850 billion
kilowatts. In 1969, it was lowered
to 740 billion kilowatts. The most
recent Soviet figures claim a 1970·
production of 740 billion
kilowatts.
-Khrushchev predicted Soviet
oil production would total 390
million metric tons in 1970. The
new leadership reduced this in
1966 to between 345 and 355
million metric tons. In 1969 the
goal production of 353 million
metric tons in 1970.
-A dramatic shortfall occurred
in plastics and synthetic resins,

1'eg.12.95 now 5.50

Agora is not here to provide magic solutions to

eral or specific),

Moscow, was more optimistic:
"Over-all, I think the situation
has improved markedly in Soviet
terms. There are more goods
available. But a key problem is
transportation and distribution.
The emphasis which the leaders
are putting on consumer goods
has given the consumers hope and
the expectation of a better
standard of living."
The tone of Communist Chief
Brezhnev and Premier Alexei N.
Kosygin unquestionably is more
measured than that of the
ebullient Nikita S, Krushchev who
directed the Soviet Union in
1953-1964.
Krushchev, influenced by the
very fast growth rates of the
mid-1950s, bragged that in the
period 197 0-1980 the Soviet
Union would leave the United
States far behind as a producer of
indus trial and agricultural
products.
He was so confident that the
third Communist Party program
of 1961, now all but forgotten,
declared:
"The Party sets the task of
converting our country, within
the next decade (that is, by 1971)
into the world's leading industrial
power, of winning preponderance
over the United States both in
aggregate industrial output and in
industrial output per head of
population.
By approximately the same
time, the U.S.S.R. will exceed the
present U.S. level of agricultural
production per head of
population by 50 percent and will
surpass the level of national
income."
Since Khruschev was ousted by
current Soviet leaders in October,
1964, his rousing visions have
faded into oblivion.
U.S. specialists report that the
gap between the U.S. and Soviet
gross national products have

·'•' ...'•" •·•
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FBI Takes Over LEAA Data File

Rabbi Ber_ger to Speak

Atty. Gen. Mitchell Orders Records Transfer
WASHINGTON, D.C.
(CPS)-Sen. Charles McC. Mathias
(R-Md.) has revealed that Project
SEARCH, a 10-state prototype
data bank which included privacy
safeguards, was transferred to FBI
control last December "without
full public knowledge or specific
Congressional authorization."
Before the Senate
Sub-committee on Constitutional
Rights, Mathias testified last week
that his own investigations reveal
that the transfer was
accomplished at the direction of
Attorney General John Mitchell.
The project was originally under
the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA), an
agency in the Dept. of Justice that
has funded and given technical

assistance to the development of
state and local data banks for law
enforcement agencies.
In arguing for rules to govern
the operation of data banks, the
Maryland senator noted that on
Dec. 9, 1970, LEAA approved a
new grant of $1,552,060 to
Project SEARCH for calendar
year 1971 "to further develop and
make operational an
offender-record based criminal
justice information system." The
following day the Attorney
General transferred primary
responsibility for the project to
the FBI, in an internal
memorandum.
There was no mention in the
memorandum of an extensive
code of ethics that had been

GSA
PARTY
Entertainment & Dancing
Mixed Drinks --------------------------...... 25¢
Beer ------------------------------------------·---I 5¢
All Graduate and Law
Students Invited
Time: 6:00-11:00p.m.
Place: American Legion Post 49
11005 Central N.E.

Date: Friday, March 26, 1971

developed for the project by
SEARCH staffers, including access
by an affected individual to his
own file.
An FBI spokesman called the
report that developed the code of
ethics "very objectionable."
Mathias stressed that last July
he asked the LEAA for a full list
of all automated data banks on
individuals which had received
LEAA funds. However, after
7 112 months of consideration,
LEAA officials informed him that
neither a full nor a partial list
could be made available.
The LEAA annual report for
fiscal 1970 does provide some
pieces of the picture: "more than
3 0 states and the District of
Columbia are engaged in
developing law enforcement and
criminal justice information
systems.
"These systems ra1~ge in scope
of design from a limited police
information system with online
access to a few state files, such as
driver records and vehicle
registration, and an NCIC
(National Crime Information
Center-FBI) interface.

At Popejoy Tomorrow

Rabbi Berger

"Super!!icr"
00

A gig in musician's slang
denotes a job, work or
performance. March 26 a Supergig
will be presented by the Seraphin
trio and the Neo-Classic Quintet.
The concert in Popejoy Hall at
8:15 p.m., hopes to dispel eertain
myths relating to chamber music
as a form which is performed by
sleepy musicians for bored
audiences. This is one of the
myths supergig hopes to negate,
and jazz musicians as being
half-educated people who play
loud and insensitive music.
The Seraphin Trio is comprised
of faculty members Leonard
Felberg, violin; Joanna de Keyser,
cello; and George Robert, piano.
The jazz group's members are
Tom Gelt, vibes; Anthony Salazar,
trumpet; Kit McDermott, drums;
John Van Haverbeke, bass; and
Roger Jannotta, reeds.
The Neo-Classic Quintet.· is
known nationally and locally. It
recently won five awards for
outstanding playing and
composition at the famous Notre
Dame Jazz festival.
Admission for the concert is
$1.50; students $1.00. Proceeds
will go to the UNM music
scholarship fund.
Research is an organized
method of finding out what to do
when you can't keep on doing
what you are doing now.-C. F.
Kettering

One Yale Park denizen moves
his exercise routine into the bright
sunshine.

New Perspective

Coronado 'Tries' Open Visitation
Coronado Hall now has 24-hour
visitation as a "trial project."
About 80 percent of the
residents voted early in March for
open visitation and Harold
Lavender,· vice president for
student affairs approved it March
19.
"I approved it myself as it was
a rna t ter of student affairs,"
Lavender said.
Pat Griego, president of
Residence Hall Council (RHC)
and member of the Housing
Committee, said the new hours

FUN

are a "trial project for Coronado
only. That's why the other dorms
didn't ask for 24-hour visitation,"
The new hours went into effect
March 24. The old hours were 1
p.m. to 12 midnight on weekdays
and until 2 a.m. on weekends.
Several residents had been
reprimanded for having women in
their rooms past hours.
Frank Lucero, head resident at
Coronado, asked residents to
insure "good taste and responsible
conduct during all hours of
visitation."

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Ev"ry Tue. 5-6 PM

Rrpair & :\!aintrnanrc

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialisfs
33:! Wyoming Blvd. XE
265-5901
Nee Estimates

The Bare Facts
zn women) s swtmwear

BIKINIS!!
*BEAU*
BRITGBES
Telephone 298-8280
2001 EUBA'fiK

......

NE

The leading Jewish anti-Zionist
spokesman in the United States
Rabbi Elmer Berger, will speak at
UNM Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall.
Rabbi Berger's speech on the
Mid East and its problems is part
of the UNM speakers committee
series for the semester. Admission
is $1.50 for adults. UNM students,
faculty and staff admitted free.
Berger resigned his post as
executive vice president of the
American Council for Judaism
which he helped found in 1943'
after disputes with the Councd
leadership on the Israeli-Arab
conflict. Berger's position has
been that Israel has been
conducting aggression against the
rights of the Palestinean Arabs.
In 1969 he formed the
American Jewish Alternatives to
Zionism. The group, with Rabbi
Berger as president, rejects Zionist
Israel's claim that the Jewish
people have a national · rights and - obligations relationship to
the state of Israel.

at

Poison Center Issues Warnings
The Poison Control Center of
the Bernalillo County Medical
Center (BCMC) has issued
warnings on the possible toxic
effects of common substances
from bubble gum and cosmetics
to detergents and motor oil.
The center has stepped up their
warnings about the toxicity of
many common household
products for National Poison
Prevention Week, March 21·2 7.
The center operates on a
24-h our basis and maintains an
emergency room at BCMC where
immediate treatment is
administered. The center can be

reached at 265·4411 where a
pharmacist is on call throughout
the day.
Frances Blair, pharmaceutical
consultant at BCMC, said the
center averages 30 calls a week,
half of which are drug overdoses.
Many of the drug related
incidents result from overdoses of
amphetamines. One of the
principal effects of amphetamine
overdosage is hyper-thermia, a
syndrome resembling heat stroke.
Treatments in elude sedatives,
isolation from all external
stimulus, cool baths or possible
dialsysis to clean the blood.
The center also warns about the
possible dangerous effects of
certain cleaning agents and
pesticides. For example, when
chlorine bleach and ammonia are
mixed poisonous chlorine gases
are released. It is also hazardous
to walk through a yard
The UNM chapter of Vietnam immediately after weed killer has
Veterans Against the War been applied. Other common
(VVAW) sent letters March 22 to substances with toxic effects are
every state senator protesting the s i!ver polish, window cleaners,
failure of Senate Bill 330.
paint thinner and cigarette lighter
Senate Bill 330 would have fluid.
required that an official state of
The volunteer service at BCMC
war be declared by the Federal is assisting Blair compile a central
government before New Mexico file on dangerous substances with
servicemen could be sent into information on what can be done
batt! e. The bill was defeated in case they are swallowed or
24·14, said Christopher Vineyard, inhaled.
president of the VVA W.
"You as our elected leaders
could have voiced our disapproval )-t
of the war. You could have made ;_ 1
the people in Washington aware 'i"1
that one part of this country still
believes in what the Constitution
stands for," the official letter said.
"For those of you who voted
yes on this bill, the hearts of
many rest with yours, and for
those who didn't, I feel only a
sense of immense pity, for you
know not what you have done,"
Vineyard's letter concluded.
Names of four New Mexico
servicemen who were killed in
Vietnam since the failure of the
bill were added to the letter.

Letters to Senators
From·vvA W Protest
No-War Bill Failure

Legislative passage of a bill to
prevent the abuse of 'soft drugs'
was praised by the New Mexico
Pharmaceutical Association
(NMP A) as a measure to give
''some tangible and immediate
relief to the younger citizens" of
New Mexico.
"Closer control of the over .
the · counter proprietary drugs
with a potential for abuse will
undoubtedly save the lives and
futures of thousands of our
youngsters," said Spencer Platt,
chairman of the NMPA Drug
Abuse Education Committee.
Senate Bill 385, which deals
with the control and accessibility
of so-called "soft drugs", passed
the House and Senate and awaits
Gov. Bruce King's signature to
become law.
The bill sets up procedures and
fees for licensing of persons and
organizations that sell drugs.
Hospitals and professional nurses
are listed as agents approved for
drug dispensation with the

provision that a phm·macist is
consulted.
Persons wishing to apply for a
drug sales permit will be required
under the bill to give his business'
name, location, hours of
operation and floor plan.
The NMP A praised Sens. John
Eastham (R-Bern.) and Emmet
Hart (D-Quay) and Reps. Turner
Branch (R·Bern.) and Hoyt

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size ~p to 14" by 18" down to BW' x 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, act"ounting worksheets,_ organization,
·~arts, oversized periodicals and book•,

YOU'LL WANT TO

TRADE THIS!

Shoot Yours
If You Miss
The Spring Clean-Up
Sale at The

69 l 7 Lomas 1'\.E.
3100 Central S.E.

For Any 15¢ Drink
With a 79¢ Arby's
JUNE GRADUATES
JOBS AVAIL/MAJOR CITIES
CALIF-ARIZHAWAII
Professional/Trainee positions
currently available in all fields.
Available positions monitored
daily & rushed to you weekly.
For full information package,
including a 4 week subscription
on currently available jobs, plus
sample resumes, salary & cost
of living comparisons, & area
executive recruiters directory,
send $9 to:
JOBS IN THE SUN
Box 133-La Jolla-Calif 92037

UNM
BOOKSTORE
Paperbacks, 60c lb.!
Foreign Books, 90c lb.!
UNM Sweatshirts, $1 Up
Stationery, 50c Up
Sheaffer Softstroke
Pens, 2/49c
LP Records, From $1.98
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FIRST and GOLD

Albuquerque

247-4347

For
Summer!

All These Items
On Sale Through
Next Week!

SPRING STEREO SPECTACULAR
Ampex Micro

Kenwood KX-7010

40142

Stereo Cassette Deck

Stereo Car Cassette
player/mono recorder

--~'

, SPECIFICATIONS: 4~track

stereo{mono recording &

playback • Frequency Re·
sponse: 40-10,000 Hz •
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 45 dB
• Wow{ Flutter: 0.2% •

model 40 (player) was 99.5

SPRING SPECIAL .....

$79.95

Size: 101/z" W, 911 D, 4" H
• 7 lbs.

model 42 (recorder) was 119.95

was ••• 149.95

SPRING SPECIAL ............ $99.95

SPRING SPECIAL ........... $129.95

Blank Scotch 3M & TDK
SElECTION IN THE
SOUTHWEST!

Pattison (R·Curry) for their
support in speaking for the bill
when it came up for passage in the
upper and lower legislative
chambers.
Sen. Don Hargrove (R-San
Juan), the bill's sponsor was
. singled out for praise
' by
especmlly
the NMP A for "his zeal and high
interest in fighting drug abuse,"
added Platt.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

Check Our Prices On

Frost Biographer
Lawrence Thompson, official
biographer of poet Robert Frost,
will deliver a lecture, "Some
Adventures of a Frost
Biographer,'' March 26 at 8 p.m.
at the Kiva,
Thompson has published two
volumes of a three volume
biography on the poet and knew
him for 25 years. The public is
invited and admission is free .

NMPA Lauds Drug Abuse Bill Passage

cassette tapes

Y2

Price Special
on Group of
•

Prerecorded
Cassettes .

An Additional I0% off
i~ you buy I 2.

SOUND by

I
HOUSE
3011 Monte Vista, N.E.

since 1949

Albuquerque, N. Mex.
87106

OLYMPIC

SPORTS

THE GUYS Sll\Cf<S GIRLS LOVE=

ON THE TRIANGlE
2931 MONTE VISTA, N.E.
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Hamburgers Look for Revenge

Sports

.

.

squad which battled KUNM last
letterman from last year's squad.
year to a close 89-4 5 loss.
Sanchez, in his first year as
The main reason Sanchez feels
eoach
of a major college team,
his team will win this year is
says
he
will bring a new twist to
because of 6-5 center Dave Parker
the
Hamburgers
this time in the
whom Sanchez describes as the
most agile man he has ever form of some of the flashiest
ballplayers the campus has ever
coached. "Dave is a big boy," said seen.
Sanchez. "He is not your
"I've seen some of my other
everyday, ordinary center, he's
boys in action," he said. "Bobo
good."
Sanchez admitted he will have Hlady is superb, as is Joe Brawley,
to depend heavily upon some a 6-3 transfer from the Ad staff
seasoned veterans in Chuck and Jim Pensiero is a young but
Andrews and (Rapid) Roger dedicated ballhandler."
The team which will send
Ruvolo, the only returning
Parker and Brawley in the
forecourt against the hapless
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Circuit Breakers is still in closed
door training sessions so reporters
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE; Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
were
unable to get the true
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive dnys with
picture
of the team Sanchez
no changes the rate is reduced to 6e
Classified Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
described,
but word has it that the
UNM P.O. llox 20
words to 10.
team is much better than Sanchez
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
gives them credit for.
TERMS; Payment must he made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
Other members of the squad
Sanchez expects big things of are:
1) PERSONALS
6) EMPLOYMENT
Aaron Howard, the battling
ALBUQUERQUE SCUllA DIVERS meetrecruit from the Sinai Peninsula,
KUNM NEEDS NEW PEOPLE. If you're
ing Saturday~ Anril 3, 12:00 noon, Hospi~
interested in any aspect of news coverage,
tnlity Room, AJbuon~rquc National Banh:
and Pete Kate!, an inexperienced
come to nn introductory meeting Saturgast-Centralllranch (Ww;h. & Central).
but dedicated player in Sanchez'
day,
March
27,
1
:00
P.M.
at
KUNM.
3/26
All interested nettions invited. Info. 296 ..
0620/7549, leave name, telephone. 4/1
ranks. "He ranks number one on
JOBS ON SHIPS! Benefits include draft
exception. excellent PaY, worldwide
my high list," Sanchez said.
MOTORCYCLIST MET AT Three Dog
hn.vel, 2-5 months nnnuai vacation, plus
Night. Ros needs you. Dorothy, 3/29
Of KUNM Sanchez said, "I
free food, lodging and medical, Perfect
summer job of career. Send $1.00 for deHOT COFFEE AND WARM TALK: Agora
know Andy Garmezy (the KUNM
-24 bout'S a day. 277-3013. 3/29
tails. SEA FAX, Ilox 1173-M, Douglas,
coach) has done a fine job with
Arizona. 85607. 4-2
JOHN JOHN-reallze basketball not wellwhat
he's got. He's a real fine
ploase let's try again. 3/26
7) MISCELLANEOUS
person....
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
WE'RE DOING A STORY on bicycle ripbe in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.
- There were some indications
offsa Is yout·'s gone? Contact Pat or Sue
at the Lobo, 277-4202. 3/30
2) LOST & FOUND
the Circuit Breakers were a little
GET WITH IT! Share your talent with
bitter
about Sanchez' recruitment
PLgASE RETURN MY ENGAGEli!J~NT
others. Submit your fiction, poetry, art-of Hlady. It was common
ring. Red opnl in ornate ring. Lost in
work, and photography to the ThunderUnion ladies room. Call 255-65~1. Generbird. Dcndlinc-April 1, Room 205,
knowledge Garmezy had been
ous rewnrd. No qu<.>Stions. 3/30
Journalism lluilding. 3/30
trying to get him all year.

t~;11\'ti'2ti'ful~ -.
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Photo by Deanne Stillman

Stealing

Ken Jonson, Lobo second baseman, starts off towards second late
in the game in an attempt to steal that base. Johnson was safe but
the steal didn't help the Lobos who lost to the Bluejays from
Creighton University 5-3. The Lobos will try to redeem themselves
today against the same team at Lobo field at 3 p.m.

Creighton Takes 5M3 Win Over Lobos

Four innings of hitless ball
proved to be no help to the Lobo
baseballers as they took the short
end of u :;.g loss to Creighton
University yesterday at Lobo
field.

-- . -

QUaRt€RS
tounqe &
BaR--B-Q

The Hottest Brands Goi11g
fo1' GU)'S N' Gals

Central & University -

SCHLITZ

almost

$3.84/case
96c/6 pack

By theU
We love to see you

-~--· -·--~

Send a child to camp
1710 Central SE

905

yale se

The Lobos, coming off a 17-5
victory the day before, had
control of the game until the top
of the sixth inning when Jim
Kremmel, the Lobo's ace pitcher
lost control and the Bluejays hit
for three baggers in the inning.
Kremmel had pitched up until
the fifth inning hitless ball retiring
12 of the Creighton batters in
succession.
The Lobos led 3-1 after the
sixth but had to give in to the
Bluejay rally in the eighth which
saw the score tied 3-3 and then
jumped to 5-3 in their favor on
three hits and a walk off Kremmel
and reliever Bill Irwin.
Kremmel absorbed the loss for
the Lobos dropping his season
record to 2-2.
The winner for Creighton was
John Sturgen who pitched the

Lobos cold the last three innings.
A crowd of about 45 saw the
Lobos play excellent ball for six
innings with Kremmel pitching.
The Lobos will face the
Creighton nine tomorrow at Lobo
field on the South Campus.
Linescore
Cre.
000 020 030-5
UNM
3000 000 000-3

3)

DON'T PUT IT OFF! lle nn experiencod
swimmer this summer. Private lessons
in large, hl'ntcd indoor J)OOl. Qualified inM
struetor. RensonnbJe feeJ. All ngcs eligible.
Call 344-3054 for details. 3/30

5)

Opera For Every Taste

BEST

FORSALE

Original
Song Score

(:o.:,1-.:;,r~·;·-.

What kind of husband and wife

A stunning action film
using the traditional
and moral limitations of
an ancient era to make
some strong and pertinent
statements upon the

would make such an arrangemenl?

t'ONl'IOLI~ l'V S7u. Also 1g59 Austin $150.
Both it('ms in J.':Ood rondition. Se~ nt 40!J

Altrz N.J~. 3130

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY JAMES BRIDGES
PRODUCED BY AICHAAD GOlDSTONE
MUSIC BY FRED KARLIN TECHNICOLOA•

condition of contemporary
society.

l!t:

TONIGHT!
2nd Feature Something for Everyone

1%6 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, very good
condition. Jo;x-student $1250. 299-2671.
3/29
-~-·--::------,.:---196R CHEVELLI~ 396, excellent condition.
DisC" brnkes, four !lpt'ed, nir. $UWO .. 265M
1710. 3/26

--

t,

NOW SHOW I rv6-

:

Seven Samurai

--- -~---::-'::'::-:':-:---7"~=-:-~=-:
SUZUKI GO <e. 1970. 2400 mi. Still under
warranty. 8170. DSA, Victor 441, 1968.
__ $000~265-1871 niter 4. 3/2=-9~--::-::
IIRAND Nl>W 8 THACK STimEO TAPES.
0\•cr 100 top selections, $3.00 ench. Also
("Urrent 33s nt discount pricm. After 5
t>m. 296-2525 or 344-4839. 2/29
1969 HONDA CL350, 6000 miles, excellent
• condition. 1<77-6512 after 5:00. 3/20
AT'l'I>NTION PHOTOGRAPHERS I No
more hnssl"s rhnnging paper-~ontra.st. get
a new ~xlO all•rn<!tal "paper snreu. 3
shelv<'>l, light proof. Cost $32, now $20.
Call 247-2545, 3/30

as Portta

Akira Kurosawa's

pirkup trurk. Huns v.ood. 242-1124, 414
4th N.W. 3/30

~

NEW GillSON LES PAUL custom and
rnse. $500. 266-4383. 3/29
Tr;XTDOOKS-Mnth, numerical nnnlyais,
thennodynnmie.s. computing acicnrt', nnd
PhYsics. Cnll 299-4350. 3/26
7U=T-=o-=co=cR:cD~.-:-le-nth::--er
Z%x21< MINOLT~A-;-A
ease, lens shnde; Jmlnrizing filter, $120.
268-1852.

Fri. and Sat. at 7 & 8 PM
in the SUB Theater
ASUNM Film Committee
One Dollar plus ID

.7 /?the, fly~

uNOtRGROUNO
tv\0\1 \f.S

1971 HAliiHURGERS. Where? FRONTIER
RESTAURANT across from Popejoy
Hn!l. The lnt""t in broil('(] {ood. Cnll 2GG·
0550 for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7 :30. 5/5
NF;W STimEO CASSETTI" RECORDERl'LAYER with AM-li1M multiplex rndio,
s~pnrnte turntnblC" nnd sp~a.kers. $169.95
or 10\v monthly .PnYm<'ntlJ. Unit('([ Freight
Sntes, 3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9,
/10

"THE MOST.BRILUANT
AND ORIGINAL
ATTEMPT
EVER MADE TO PUT
SHAKESPEARE
IN PICTURES."_ Time

NJ;W COMPONENT SETS complete with
Jnrgc profcsaionnl ae-ries Gnrrnrd _dlnngH
l!'rs. AM.·FM multiplex stereo-radio n.nd
four apen.lcer sy.stcrn with jncks for ltead ..
set, !npcdcclt nnd mike. $110.96 or low
monthly PIIYmonta. United Jo'rcil<ht Snlffi,
_3020 San Mnteo, open 9 to 0. 3/10
BitACK CORD DELLBOTTOMS. Avnil·
nblc only nt Lobo lllen'a Shop, 2120 Centrnl S.E. 3/22
S NEW ZI::G-c--z::-,A-:-G::-:S::E::W:::::I:::N::G::-::M-:-A;-,C:::H:::I~N::E:::S
with full factory guarnntec. NntionnDy
advertized brnnd to be sold !or $29 ench.
Monthly payments nvnilnblc. Unlted
Freight Snlcs, 3920 Snn lllnteo, open 9
to o. 2/4

The campus of Arizona State University can be seen from our
beaches so you can be assured there are many places nearby that can
give you an evening of entertainment after a Fun Day at Big Surf.
Scottsdale, which is renowned for its night life, is just minutes away and
downtown Phoenix is just 10 miles to the West.

30 PORTAllLE TV's. $30 to $60. "1
Wyoming N.E. 256-598~------·

6)

EMPLOYMENT

SUBSI!>IARY OI•' ALCOA needs two mcuPnrt time now~full time sumiltt.'r-$90•
. 243:1313. 4/1
l\1Af,J~ Hm'"',p=-=w:::A-:cN:=TE=·n=-.=P-nr~t-,time now,
run time HUmmer. Apply In person nt anY
_!lor Wlcne•'Schnc.:llc:.zc=l.-4=/::.1_ _ _ __

For additional information concerning travel, hotel or package arrangements please
write or phone: APACHE TRAVEL AGENCY 64 East Broadway Tempe, Arizona 85281

I 500 N. Hyden Road, Tempe, Arizona 8528 I

~.

'4R INTERNATIONAL half-ton, 4 spc>ed

Bring your own surfboards and rafts or if you don't have one they ·
are always available at our Beach Rental Shop. If you want a break
from the beach, you will find our Surf, Swim and Leather Shops to have
just the item for you. You'll enjoy the tasty convenience of our Food
Service and find our Wipe Out Taverns to be very refreshing or just
sitting under our shade structures and watching con also be enjoyable.
For your entertainment there will be live music every afternoon from l
PM till 4 PM.

Big Surf, Inc.

starring

fhe original Magnificent Seven

1967 TRIUMPH GT-G, AM-I-'M radio, 4-R
trn(']{ etcrcotape, new MicheJins, wire
wh«•ls, wllitc. Call 299-6467. 4/1
'67 llUICK SKYLARK. :Factory air, power.
Must sacriftcc-$1,19o. 242-0171. 4/1
'70 VW SEDAN, sunroof, yellow, under
10.000 tnil£'S, CX('eJlent condition, Bc:::Jt
offer nbov<> $1600. 608 Amherst N.E.
3/26

Spring Vacation Is
Big Surf.

PANIIVISION", color by TECHNICOLOR'

Julius Caesar Charlton Heston
Jason Robards·John Gielgud [Q]e®J>
Richard Johnson· Robert Vaughn
Richard Chamberlain &Diana Rigg

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE

DRESS111AKf;R SEWING lllACH!NE. C'-ost
$250.00 five years ngo, asking $50,00.
Illnck & silver brocade dinner jacket. 40
rr1rular, $25.00. 255-0959. 4/1

The Opera Studio of the UNM
music department ·will present
"Opera For Every Taste" at 8:15
p.m. April 2 in Popejoy Hall.
The free performance will
feature selections from six
countries. Opera studio director
Thomas Philips will provide
comm<mtary between acts.

William Shakespeare's

SERVICES

108 WATT GUITAR Ali!P (240 peak.)
Good condition $180, 256-3125. 3/31
ABC TV sgJ.,I.,S rc>('OJiditioned TV·~ from
S2u. TV repair. 242-1124, 414 4th N.W.
3'30

The world's only inland surfing facility is beginning its 1971 season
with a "LEARN TO SURF WEEK" from April 3-13. Imagine learning to
surf and still being 378 miles from the nearest ocean! Big Surf's trained
instructors will be giving FREE Group Surf Instructions daily. If your an
expert surfer, you'll flnd our waves to be just as challenging as the
ocean. If your notthe surfing type, come anyway because there's always
the fun of body surfing, rafting and of course everybody enjoys ocean
swimming. Want to catch some good rays? There's no better place than
sunny Arizona and Big Surf. Our Polynesian atmosphere and warm
sun will make you feel like you are on a Southseas Holiday.

IUS

When the Lobo Hamburgers
take the court next weekend
against the KUNM Circuit
Breakers they will sport one of
the tallest front lines ever
presented in this basketball
classic.
The Hamburgers have been
doing some "heavy recruiting"
says Coach Mark Sanchez. "We
want to come back after last
year's loss and run them right off
the comt," he said.
Sanchez will have a big and
experienced team this year
compared to the skeletal five·man
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William .Shakespeare's

"A STIRRING,
POWERFUL FILM.
KUROSAWA HAS
EMPLOYED SOUND
AS EFFECTIVELY
AS SIGHl"-Newsweak

A GOOD LOOK
AT WHAT'S LOOKING GOOD

S!Jadou·s and Reflectimu
Half Open a11d Lttmpy
S/mw mu/ Tell
Hnt l.eathere/le

Nyala
A View of t!>e Ha11ging
Hollvfl'ood, Here I Am
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AKtRA KUROSAWA'S

SIUIIIII~

(602) 947-2477
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Freedom is not worth having if
it; does not include the freedom to
make mistakes.-Gandhi

--

, Ji',ri,day, J\tlqr,cl\.26, l97t

!OSHIRO MlfUNf • ISUIU YAMADA· TIKASHI.SHIMURA
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~~ Standoo Films
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Sun. at 6, 8, & I0 PM
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you are quite exclusivistic, you only
project your little thing; thus you
forget that in reality Indian is first,
Mexican second and thirdly is Anglo
and black. The Anglo attempt to
construct an Anglo colony in the
midst of our native population
(while it acts as if we do not exist) is
unreal.
Sooner or later our gente will
become fed up with this one-sided
condition, then change will come
about in one great sweep destroying
your cast setup on the way. We will
have equality either through
"comite" or through "golpe."
Cipriano Griego

letters

Angus, Where Are You?
To the Editor:
I would like to answer the letter
to the editor signed by Angus Black.
However, I have no respect for a
person who is not willing to sign his
real name under a statement which
expresses his views. Accordingly my
answer will be sent to The Lobo ~nly
after timid Angus gathers some
courage and reveals his name in
public.
Prof. Micha Gisser

Kuomintang Paranoia
To the Editor:
The paranoia of the Kuomintang
-(KMT) Chinese is not difficult to
understand when one considers the
China question. My mistake was
approaching the question from a
moral, humanist viewpoint. The
State Department has never (to my

knowledge, anyway) done anything Chiang was fortunate to escape with
because of morality or decency; their his life to Taiwan where he
actions are initiated on the basis of appropriated the island (which,
whether or not said action will be granted, was nominally Chinese at
beneficial to the continued security that time), and established his
of the United States.
totalitarian stronghold.
Okay, that's their job as they see
It's as though there were to be a
it. That's why they support corrupt popular uprising here (God forbid;
and dictatorial regimes such as the things are bad enough now) and the
Salazar regime (yes, Virginia, I regime in Washington was forced to
realize he croaked, but his work lives flee to Puerto Rico (I believe it was
on) in Portugal, the Franco regime in ceded to us after the
Spain, the Selassi regime in Ethiopia, Spanish-American war) and
the Apartheidists in South Africa, established a totalitarian oppression.
the Park regime in the Republic of The exiles would claim to be the
Korea, the infamous Ky-Thieu only true Americans, English would
regime in the Republic of Vietnam be the language and if you weren't
and last but not least, the Chiang fortunate enough to be one of the
regime in Taiwan. The Chiang Americans (gringo types) it would be
regime, however, has outlived its too bad for you, Jose.
usefulness. I know it, the feds know
So, anyway, back to the point. 1)
it and the KMT know it. And they Chiang is blocking our recognition of
are scared.
Red China; 2) Chiang is faced with a
We must recognize the People's popular uprising of people who
Republic of China as the legitimate, could be potentially very mad at the
popularly constituted government of
mainland China. To paraphrase Mao U.S. for contributing to the KMT
Tse-Tung, the guerrilla cannot live grip on the island; 3) Chiang insists
without popular support as a fish that he is China, he is not; 4) the
cannot live out of water. Obviously native Taiwanese are not interested
in being China. QED- our problem
(at least to me), the people of China is
solved.
had had enough of the KMT in 1949.
William Hill
'What's The Magic Word Again?'
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By AARON W. HOWARD
Military theorists from Clausewitz
to Che Guevara have stressed the
principle that war is merely a means
to an end.
Clausewitz said war was a
continuation of politics by other
means. Guevara said war was a tool
of revolutionaries and the revolution
or change of power was the end.
This rational concept of war seems
to have been lost on most current
American war strategists and
politicians.
The resurgence of the
"ethnocentric - cataclysmic" theory
of war has characterized our
political- military posture since
World War IL This war view makes it

The new constitution will be voted on in the regular spring
election April 28. Originally Elections Commission Chairman
Debbie Bruns said she would ask for a special election March
31, but decided Friday the new constitution will not effect
the elections.
Senate .struck sections calling for a second vice president
and a cabmet, and modified sections dealing with conflict of
interest, organizational fund freezing and a Student Activities
Board.
The proposals for a second vice president and a cabinet
were cut to streamline the organizational makeup of student
government.

M

Senate cut the cabinet but left the ASUNM treasurer and
attorney general called for in the present constitution. The
cabinet would have added secretaries of communications
cultural activities, housing and the Union.
'
A proposed conflict of interest clause, lacking in the
present constitution, was modified to "conform more closely
with state law."
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very difficult to deal with guerrilla
wars because we are less and less able
to realistically deal with our role in
international affairs.
As defined by Anatol Rapoport,
the ethnocentric - cataclysmic view
of war can be traced to our entry
into World War II. Americans
perceived this war on the basis of
moral justification.
We had been sneak attacked by a
treacherous Japanese force. We
declared war against the Germans
who were seen as the incarnation of
eviL But we were ready to teach
them a lesson.
The war became fixed in the
American mind as the extreme effort
one takes only when one is in the
right. We identified with good. Our
victory was a confident expectation
of good triumphing over evil.
When we defeated the Axis
powers, this idea became the context
in which most Americans perceived
war.
The "total threat" (cataclysmic)
of the Nazi's was supplanted to t.he
Communist. The idea of the Allied
powers (the good guys) was
supplanted to "the free world." 'fhe
threat of attack of the "bad guys"
became the idea that any change
instigated by the Communist was a
threat to us (ethnocentrism).
This forms the basis of our
Vietnamese policy. We have
committed ourselves, as defenders of
"the free world" to "stem the tide of
world revolution."

The ASUNM Senate Friday approved a new undergraduate
constitution but struck or modified several major proposed
changes.

w
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Anglo Colony
To the Editor:
Here it goes in English since you
have denied me the privilege to
express myself in Spanish in our
Lobo. It may be that you will also
do so at this time because we are
after all more concerned with
content than with form. Regarding
the March 25 Lobo, when I
addressed the Senate I spoke of
bi-lingual as it relates to language and
multi-cultural as it relates to the
various cultures which are
represented at UNM and throughout
New Mexico.
Aside from the language failure
your paper also does nothing to
represent the culture of our area. As

New ASUNM Constitution
Goes to Voters April 28

The clause reads, "No senator for the time he is elected
can vote on any issue concerning any other branch of student
government or on an ASUNM-funded organization on which
Photo by Chuck Feil
he serves as a salaried member."
Rabbi Elmer Berger,
controversial anti-Zionist,
The original proposal stated no senator could serve in any
criticized Israel's defense policies other student government branch or on an ASUNM funded
in a speech Saturday night in organization as an officer or a salaried member.
Anti-Zionist
Popejoy Hall. About 70 people
heard Berger compare the Mid
Senate left in a proposal for a Student Activities Board
East conflict to a "cowboy and but diluted a section which states appeals of actions made by
Indians" chase.
ASUNM constitutional committees may be made to the
activities board for 'decision. The proposal originally gave the
activities board final decision -making powers on appeal.
The new constitution cuts Union Program Directorate,
Programming Committee, Rally Committee and National
Student Association coordinator from the list of executive
"A cowboy and Indian movie" is how the Americans view committees and defines only the duties and membership of
the dispute between the Israelis and the Arabs, said Rabbi Radio Board, Union Board and Student Publications Board.
Elmer Berger, leading American Jewish anti-Zionist Membership and duties of the other executive committees
will be decided by Senate to allow more flexibility.
spokesman.
Se~ate. also added a section stating "allocations to any
Berger, who in 1969 formed the American Jewish
Alternatives to Zionism, rejects Israel's claim that the Jewish org~mzatwn may be frozen by the president, treasurer or
people have a national rights and obligations relationship to chmrman of the Senate finance committee for an indefinite
the state of Israel.
period of time subject to appeal to student court."
The new constitution also contains a section on removal of
Berger spoke to the Lobo before his lecture at Popejoy
Hall Saturday night. His visit was sponsored by the ASUNM - student officials from office not provided for in the present
ASUNM constitution.
GSA Speaker's Committee.
Under the section, power of impeachment is reserved to
"The real nature of the Arab - Israel - Zionist conflict is
Senate.
A two-thirds vote of the Senate quorum can suspend
eclipsed by cultivated stereotypes which befuddle the minds
of most Americans," said Berger.
an officer pending Senate's decision and a two-thirds vote is
to remove an officer.
required
He added, "Americans have been brainwashed to believe
the Arabs are the 'bad guys' and the Israelis are the dashing
cowboys in some distant but not unfamiliar version of our
cowboy and Indian film classics. And the domestic Zionist
.
.
Amer~cans are encouraged to believe, are simply concerned
Amencans, who happen to be Jews for the most part,
spor:taneously reacting in support of the good guys and
~opmg to protect the good guys - including American
mterest - from the bad Indians, who in this script are called
Arabs.
"If Americans are going to understand the Palestine
problem, we will have to disabuse them of the mythologies of
supposedly satanic Arab individuals of collective Arab racism
practiced against Jews," Berger went on to say.
(Please turn to page 2)

U.S. Vis_ion of Mideast
Simplistic Says Berger

,-., .! ..,

We play a unique ethnocentric essential difference between war as
role. Since nobody else can do the an end& and means cannot avoid
job, we must. Then it follows that moving toward legitimization of war
anybody who threatens to upset the as a goal of rational policy.
world order must be hostile to the
This idea is carried by people such
United States.
as Raymond Aron and Herman Kahn
What this policy has done is to to equating national policy with
narrow the distance between war, defense of western civilization. In
diplomacy and what constitutes an identifying anti-Communism with
actual threat to our country. An the interests of "all free peoples,"
unrealistic and inflexible military war has become a legitimate end.
policy has begun to dominate our Now all we must do is prepare for
political thinking.
battle and decide the best way of
This military domination of our dealing with the evil, godless forces
politics has been accomplished of Communism on all levels.
without establishment of a military
If war is a legitimate national goal,
dictatorship. Instead we have a
then the ability to play this game
military profession which covers a should be the primary political goal.
wide range of technical, economic
Thus we have the development of
and scholastic expertise.
games theories.
Instead of a totalitarian state, we
The political phase of war,
have passive support of this policy
from a "population traditionally conducted at the bargaining table,
"can and must go on while war is
ignorant of foreign affairs, insensitive being
waged."
to global problems and accustomed
Games theories are appliPd to
to viewing war as a job that has to be
various
military possibilities using
done outside the U.S." (Rapoport).
Instead of a rational use of force mathematical theories of
in the national interest, we are probabilities. This lends scientific
involved in Vietnam to make sure we validity to "scientific strategic
can impose our will throughout our decision making." It all sounds
political sphere of influence which is perfectly rational and reasonable.
sums up the situation
assumed to be the entire thisRapoport
way:
non-Communist world.
"In a culture where science is
We are the guardians of world
practically
identified with
order with no clear positive political
goals except to preserve the status technology, success with virtue and
quo. Warfare has become the ends to security with powe1·, there is
prevent a change in the world order. unrelenting pressure to translate
Any nation that loses sight of the yaguely stated political problems
mto clearly stated military ones."
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Bail Program Discontinued

Monday, March 29, 1971

A "logistics problem" was blamed for the discontinuation
of UNM law students involvement in the Release on
Recognizance (ROR) program in Albuquerque's Magistrate
Court last week.
The law students faced "nothing but obstacles" in
attempting to comply with the court's request that they
interview defendants prior to arraignment, said Law School
Dean Thomas Christopher.
The student volunteers conducted the interviews in the
late aftemoon after ciasses to determine the defendents
eligibility for release without bond. Anaignments are held at
11 a.m. and 3 p.m. each weekday making it impossible for
the students to have the information ready.
Christopher said def~ndant's files are not made available to 1\.
the students prior to arraignment and complaint~ are not ''
filed by the police until just before the hearing.
Magistrate judges said defendants must be interviewed
before arraignment because "the information is necessary in
setting of bond."
The ROR program has been under attack by the District
Attorney's office since early March. Magistrate James
0 'Toole said the program "is a good one," but suggested it
belongs in the district cotu·t rather than magistrate court.
"The tragedy is that people will remain in prison simply
because the court doesn't appear interested enough to come
up with a solution to the problem," Christopher said.
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Fotgotten

Chu~k

Feil

Fame, and sometimes
usefulness, is fleeting. Students
rush on to their next class while
mate rials such as disposable
plastic gloves lie forgott•m.

